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Abstract: This paper presents a new capacitive lump-free structure for power dividers using a
printed-circuit board, while maintaining size reduction and physical isolation. The conventional
lumped capacitors approach has self-resonant problem and cause worse S22 and isolation at high
frequencies. To overcome such technical issues, the coupled-line structures were introduced in the
isolation network. After optimizing the distance between output ports and position of the isolation
network, tuning the characteristic impedance and electrical length of transmission lines can decide the
value of the lump resistor. The first example was designed at 1 GHz, and the resistor in the isolation
network was 330 ohm, having 0.2-dB insertion loss and 19% total bandwidth, while maintaining
80-degree distance between split ports and 180-degree total length, providing 21% to 67% size
reduction. The second example was designed at 5.8 GHz, which was five times greater than in past
research, using an RO4003C substrate while maintaining a 0.24-dB insertion loss, 17% total bandwidth,
and 0.06 dB amplitude imbalance, which was only 0.01 dB more than in recent research. Such superior
performance is mainly attributed to the coupled transmission lines in the isolation network featuring
a capacitive lump-free isolation network. Our data indicate that amplitude imbalance, bandwidth,
and miniaturization are superior to any published data.

Keywords: isolation network; physical isolation; coupled transmission lines

1. Introduction

The Wilkinson power divider (WPD) [1] is one of the most commonly used passive components
in transmitter subsystems. A conventional WPD has two quarter-wavelength transmission lines with
high impedance with a resistor as the isolation network (INW). To reduce the physical size of the
conventional WPD, capacitive loading was applied to the high impedance lines [2]. Through the
external loading of the capacitors, the electrical length at the center frequency can be maintained with
a shorter physical length. While such an approach seems straightforward, the reduction in size usually
leads to the very short physical separation between the output ports. This may become a serious issue
for phased-array applications since the existence of unwanted but unavoidable coupling between
antenna elements certainly deteriorates the system performance.

Complex isolation networks were widely adopted to address the issue of achieving physical
isolation while maintaining electrical isolation [3]. In addition to the resistor, reactive components,
mainly capacitors, were included in the INW. Meanwhile, the position of the INW must be optimized
such that the impedance matching conditions can be satisfied at the desired frequency bands of
operation. Successful implementation of such a concept can be found in [3–8] with extension to the
general N-way power dividers [4–6]. While the efforts were mainly devoted to keeping the overall
electrical length to be the same as the conventional WPD (180 degrees), further reduction in the
transmission-line length was possible by replacing the high-impedance section with coupled lines [7].

Practically, adoption of the lumped capacitors in the complex INW may have problem when
the operating frequency is close to or beyond the self-resonant frequency of the capacitor, which
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deteriorates output return loss and isolation. Poor output return loss and isolation cause the phased
array to have the signal reflected at the output connected to the power amplifier. Several attempts
utilized resistor-only INW for high-frequency operations up to millimeter-wave frequencies with
extended arms [9–13]. Despite the good performance achieved, such an approach always has the
disadvantage of being bulky in size, which makes it applicable only in a regime where the operating
wavelength is short.

Apparently, for practical implementation scenarios in the popular microwave frequency range at
S- and C-bands, a new configuration is necessary for power dividers to feature size minimization with
port extension. Most importantly, removal of the lumped capacitor in the complex INW is necessary,
since the self-resonance of the surface-mount-device (SMD) capacitors usually occurs around the band
of interest. In this paper, we propose a new configuration for power divider targeting for C-band
operation featuring size minimization with port extension. A coupled-line section with an open end
was introduced in the complex INW to replace the lumped capacitor. The design sequence with
the synthesis procedure is demonstrated based on the even- and odd-mode analysis theoretically.
Experimental implementation using standard printed-circuit-board (PCB) technology, one at 1 GHz
and the other at 5.8 GHz, was performed to validate the theoretical derivation. Measurement results
were in good agreement with simulation ones, exhibiting good overall performance in terms of return
loss, isolation, and amplitude imbalance over a relatively wide bandwidth with a substantial size
reduction compared to previous publications.

2. Design and Analysis

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the proposed power divider with a coupled-line section
adopted in the complex isolation network. Due to the symmetric nature of the geometry, analysis
of such configuration is generally performed by placing either an open-circuited or short-circuited
bisecting plane at the plane of symmetry.
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Figure 1. The configuration of the proposed power divider with coupled-line section adopted in the
complex isolation network.

2.1. Even-Mode Analysis

Figure 2 shows the even-mode subnetwork when an open-circuit bisection is applied on the plane
of symmetry centered between the coupled-line sections in the isolation network.
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With the source and load terminated by the source impedance ZS and load impedance ZL,
respectively, the impedance Z0 of the main arms connecting the common port and split ones satisfies
the conventional relation of a regular Wilkinson power divider as Z0 =

√
2ZLZS. In our configuration,

with the location of the INW moved closer to the common port for the purpose of physical isolation,
choice of high impedance line with impedance Zm and extra loading for size reduction is possible.
The impedance at the location of INW looking into the common port, Zin2,e, can be derived as

Zin2,e = Zm
Zin1,e + jZmtanθm

Zm + jZin1,etanθm
, (1)

where

Zin1,e = (
1

2ZS
+ jBi)

−1
(2)

The input impedance of the isolation network in the even-mode subnetwork is

Zin3,e = jZi
Zitanθitanθce −Zce

Zitanθce + Zcetanθi
, (3)

In the above equation, Zi and θi are the characteristic impedance and electrical length of
transmission lines connecting with the coupled transmission lines in the isolation network, respectively.
Zce and θce are the even-mode characteristic impedance and electrical length of the coupled-line section,
respectively. The reflection coefficient at the split port can then be readily expressed as

Γe =
Zin5,e −ZL

Zin5,e + ZL
, (4)

where

Zin5,e = Z0
Zin4,e + jZ0tanθ
Z0 + jZin4,etanθ

; (5)

and

Zin4,e = (
1

Zin2,e
+

1
Zin3,e

)
−1

. (6)

For minimizing the output reflection at the split port, we set Γe = 0, which leads to the synthesis
of the remaining parameters as

θm = sin−1 (
Z0

Zm
cosθ), (7)

Bi =
cosθm − sinθ

Z0 cosθ
, (8)

Zce = tan θce
Zi

2 tan θi(sin θ− cos θm) −ZoZi cos θ
Zi(sin θ− cos θm) + Zo cos θ tan θi

. (9)

In the above equations, once the location of the complex INW (θ, which is less than 90 degrees) is
determined, the choice of Zm determines the electrical length θm. In general, a higher Zm is preferable
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for the purpose of compactness. The extra loading susceptance (Bi) for further reduction in the electrical
length is then uniquely determined by the relationship in Equation (8).

2.2. Odd-Mode Analysis

For the odd-mode analysis, a short-circuit bisecting plane instead was placed at the plane of
symmetry. Figure 3 shows the odd-mode subnetwork after bisection.
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The corresponding derivation and analysis procedure is mainly the same as the even-mode case
with the following impedance relations:

Zin1,o = jZm tanθm, (10)

Ziso,1 = (
1
Ri

+
j tanθco

Zco
)
−1

, (11)

Ziso = Zi
Ziso,1 + jZi tanθi

Zi + jZiso,1 tanθi
, (12)

where Zco and θco are the impedance and electrical length of the coupled-line section at odd-mode,
respectively. Ri is the corresponding resistance in the complex INW. The reflection coefficient at the
split port under odd-mode excitation can be calculated as

Γo =
Zin3,o −ZL

Zin3,o + ZL
, (13)

with

Zin3,o = Zo
Zin2,o + jZo tanθ
Zo + jZin2,o tanθ

, (14)

and

Zin2,o = (
1

Zin1,o
+

1
Ziso

)
−1

. (15)

Setting the matched condition at the output port, Γo = 0, leads to

Zco = tanθco

(
Zi + B1Zi

2 tanθi
)2
+
(
G1Zi

2 tanθi
)2

(Zi + B1Zi2 tanθi)(ZiB1 − tanθi) + Zi3G1
2 tanθi

, (16)

where the G1 and B1 are

G1 =

(
1 + tan2 θ

)
ZL

ZL2 + Zo2 tan2 θ
, (17)

B1 =
1

Zmtanθm
+

Zo
2
−ZL

2

Zo(ZL2 + Zo2 tan2 θ)
tanθ. (18)
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Finally, the resistance Ri of the complex INW can be readily synthesized as

Ri =

(
Zi + B1Zi

2 tanθi
)2
+
(
G1Zi

2 tanθi
)2

ZiG1[(Zi + B1Zi2 tanθi) −Zi tanθi(ZiB1 − tanθi)]
. (19)

Based on the previous derivations, once the location of the complex INW (θ) is determined,
analytical solutions of the remaining parameters are uniquely defined with the proper choice of
the even- and odd-mode characteristic impedance of the coupled-line section. The choice of the
corresponding impedance at even- and odd-mode determines the coupling factor as

K = 20 log
( Zce −Zco

Zce + Zco

)
, (20)

which is an indicator of the physical separation between the two transmission lines for the real
implementation scenario. Practically, due to the limit of fabrication tolerance, the value of K should
fall in some reasonable range. For example, the magnitude of K (|K|) for Rogers RO4003C PCB with
0.508 mm thickness has to be greater than 4 dB since the minimum gap between the transmission lines
is limited to 50 µm for the standard fabrication process. In general, higher levels of Zce and Zco lead
to shorter physical length of the coupled line. Figure 4 shows the complete design procedure for the
proposed configuration.
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3. Experimental Verification

In order to validate the theoretical analysis of the proposed configuration, two prototypes, one
centered at 1 GHz and the other at 5.8 GHz, were designed, fabricated, and characterized. For both
designs, we started with the selection of the location of complex INW at θ = 20◦ In order to have
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substantial reduction in the overall sizes, the impedance Zm was chosen to be 120 Ω, leading to the
electrical length θm of 33.6 degrees. Figure 5 shows the layout of the synthesized power divider with
definitions of the physical geometries. The designs were implemented on RO4003C PCB substrate with
a dielectric constant of 3.38, thickness of 0.508 mm, and loss tangent of 0.0028. The detailed dimensions
for both designs are listed in Table 1 with all the units in µm.
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Table 1. Dimensions for the power divider designed at 1 GHz and 5.8 GHz.

Figure wm lm1 lm2 ltl wtl lp wp lti wi li lte

1 128 10,659 8141 2000 1100 4000 6500 225 199 8961 625
5.8 137 1658 1952 350 1100 968 3624 225 241 1608 625

Freq. (GHz) we le lcn1 lcn2 wcn lRp wRp lRiso wc sc lc

1 584 10,609 52.5 232.5 75 150 300 450 105 75 17,925
5.8 521 1097 52.5 212.5 75 150 300 450 123 79 2795

Figure 6a shows the photo of the fabricated prototype designed at 1 GHz. The power divider
was measured using an Anritsu MS46522A vector network analyzer. The measured and simulated
return loss at the three ports are shown in Figure 6b. It can be observed that the fabricated prototype
exhibited an impedance bandwidth (less than a 20-dB return loss) of 370 MHz, 386 MHz, and 246 MHz
at ports 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Figure 6c shows the measured and simulated insertion loss and
isolation. The insertion losses were measured to be 3.13 and 3.2 dB at port 2 and port 3, respectively,
showing an additional loss other than the equal power splitting of 0.2 dB. Moreover, the isolation
bandwidth for S23 < −20 dB was measured to be 194 MHz and that for S23 < −30 dB was measured to be
64 MHz. The characteristics of phase and amplitude imbalance are included in Figure 6d, showing only
1.14 degrees in phase and 0.07 dB in amplitude at 1 GHz, respectively. In all the cases, the measurement
results agreed well with the simulation.
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Figure 6. (a) The photo; (b) measured and simulated S11, S22, S33; (c) measured and simulated
S12, S13, S23; (d) measured and simulated phase and amplitude imbalance of the fabricated prototype at
1 GHz.

Figure 7a shows the photo of the fabricated prototype designed at 5.8 GHz. The power divider
was measured using an Anritsu MS46522A vector network analyzer. For both prototypes, the 165 Ω
resistor was adopted in the complex INW. The measured and simulated return loss at the three ports are
shown in Figure 7b. It was observed that the fabricated prototype exhibited an impedance bandwidth
(less than a 20-dB return loss) of 2.24 GHz, 2.28 GHz, and 0.978 GHz at ports 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Figure 7c shows the measured and simulated insertion loss and isolation. The insertion losses were
measured to be 3.17 and 3.23 dB at port 2 and port 3, respectively, showing an additional loss other
than the equal power splitting of 0.23 dB. Moreover, the isolation bandwidth for S23 < −20 dB was
measured to be 1.35 GHz and that for S23 < −30 dB was measured to be 337 MHz. The characteristics
of phase and amplitude imbalance are included in Figure 7d, showing only 1.2 degrees in phase and
0.06 dB in amplitude at 5.8 GHz, respectively. In all the cases, the measurement results agreed well
with the simulation.

The performance comparison was made against previously published works [7,8,10,12,13] and are
listed in Table 2, where the bandwidth ratio in percent was defined as the corresponding S-parameter,
being less than −20 dB. While the impedance bandwidth at the common port of [7] outperformed the
fabricated prototype, both the insertion loss and isolation bandwidth were narrower, leading to a limited
practical bandwidth of operation. As for our case, the minimum practical bandwidth ratio of operation
for the two prototypes was measured to be 19% and 17%, respectively. Comparing with a conventional
Wilkinson power divider [2], this work acquired physical isolation and better bandwidth but with
similar total length. In all, the measured performance of the two fabricated prototypes validated
the theoretical analysis and the design procedure of the proposed configuration. Substantial size
reduction with nice characteristics in terms of impedance bandwidth and isolation were demonstrated
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using only one lumped resistor in the complex INW as compared to previous publications. Such a
superior performance difference was attributed to the replacement of the conventional capacitors using
coupled-line structures in the isolation network, which satisfies the need for compact structure and
complex isolation.
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parameter, being less than -20 dB. While the impedance bandwidth at the common port of [7] 
outperformed the fabricated prototype, both the insertion loss and isolation bandwidth were 
narrower, leading to a limited practical bandwidth of operation. As for our case, the minimum 
practical bandwidth ratio of operation for the two prototypes was measured to be 19% and 17%, 
respectively. Comparing with a conventional Wilkinson power divider [2], this work acquired 
physical isolation and better bandwidth but with similar total length. In all, the measured 
performance of the two fabricated prototypes validated the theoretical analysis and the design 
procedure of the proposed configuration. Substantial size reduction with nice characteristics in terms 
of impedance bandwidth and isolation were demonstrated using only one lumped resistor in the 
complex INW as compared to previous publications. Such a superior performance difference was 
attributed to the replacement of the conventional capacitors using coupled-line structures in the 
isolation network, which satisfies the need for compact structure and complex isolation. 

Table 2. Performance comparison of the two prototypes with previous published works. 
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case 1 1.5 1.5/2.55 RC 198.5 180 31 12/2 6 <0.15 
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[12]  
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[13]  
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[13]  
Conv. 2 0.508/3.48 R 180 0 9 6 >40 0.13 

This 
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This 
work 2 

5.8 0.508/3.38 R 180.2 80 39 39/17 23 <0.24 

1 Thickness of substrate (mm). 2 Lumped elements applied, R: resistor; C: capactior. 3 Maximum 
distance between output ports. 4 Bandwidth percentage for S-parameters better than 20 dB. 5 Extra 
insertion loss. 

Figure 7. (a) The photo; (b) measured and simulated S11, S22, S33 ; (c) measured and simulated
S12, S13, S23; (d) measured and simulated phase and amplitude imbalance of the fabricated prototype at
5.8 GHz.

Table 2. Performance comparison of the two prototypes with previous published works.

Ref. fc
(GHz)

Process
(T 1/ε) LPE 2

Total
Length
(deg.)

∆O/P 3

(deg.)
S11

(%BW) 4
S22/S33

(%BW) 4
S23

(%BW) 4
Extra IL 5

(dB)

[7] 1 1.965/5 RC 180 90 40 10 10 <0.15
[8]

case 1 1.5 1.5/2.55 RC 198.5 180 31 12/2 6 <0.15

[10] 60 0.05/3 R 227 47 - 10 - <0.3
[12]

case 1 1 -/3.38 R 270 60 40 >43 40 <0.3

[13]
T.W.1 2 0.508/3.48 R 317 60 - 4 >25 0.19

[13]
Conv. 2 0.508/3.48 R 180 0 9 6 >40 0.13

This work 1 1 0.508/3.38 R 180.2 80 37 39/25 19 <0.2
This work 2 5.8 0.508/3.38 R 180.2 80 39 39/17 23 <0.24

1 Thickness of substrate (mm). 2 Lumped elements applied, R: resistor; C: capactior. 3 Maximum distance between
output ports. 4 Bandwidth percentage for S-parameters better than 20 dB. 5 Extra insertion loss.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new configuration for the realization of a power divider featuring size
compactness with port extension for suppression of coupling. Measured responses of the fabricated
first prototype and second prototype exhibited practical operation bandwidths of 194 MHz centered
at 1 GHz and 978 MHz centered at 5.8 GHz, respectively. Two prototypes achieved 26% to 67% size
reduction and five times more operation frequency than past research with low amplitude imbalance.
Such superior performance was mainly attributed to the utilization of the coupled-line structures in
the complex isolation network to replace the capacitors in the conventional realization.
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